ABSTRACT: Advanced semiconductor heterostructures are at the very heart of many modern technologies, including aggressively scaled complementary metal oxide semiconductor transistors for high performance computing and laser diodes for low power solid state lighting applications. The control of structural and compositional homogeneity of these semiconductor heterostructures is the key to success to further develop these state-of-the-art technologies. In this article, we report on the lateral distribution of tilt, composition, and strain across step-graded SiGe strain relaxed buffer layers on 300 mm Si(001) wafers treated with and without chemical−mechanical polishing. By using the advanced synchrotron based scanning X-ray diffraction microscopy technique K-Map together with micro-Raman spectroscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy, we are able to establish a partial correlation between real space morphology and structural properties of the sample resolved at the micrometer scale. In particular, we demonstrate that the lattice plane bending of the commonly observed cross-hatch pattern is caused by dislocations. Our results show a strong local correlation between the strain field and composition distribution, indicating that the adatom surface diffusion during growth is driven by strain field fluctuations induced by the underlying dislocation network. Finally, it is revealed that a superficial chemical−mechanical polishing of crosshatched surfaces does not lead to any significant change of tilt, composition, and strain variation compared to that of as-grown samples.
INTRODUCTION
Advanced semiconductor heterostructures are at the very heart of many modern technologies in various application fields to address today's challenges in society. For example, high performance computing relies on aggressively scaled complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) "More Moore" technologies. The integration of alternative semiconductors on Si is an important materials science approach to improve metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs), e.g., III−V materials for n-and Ge for p-channel devices. 1, 2 Furthermore, highly complex electronic−photonic integrated circuits (EPICs), e.g., wireless SiGe mixed signal radiofrequency technology with photonic sensing applications, are achieved using new materials integrated on Si following "More than Moore" approaches. 3 To address the vision of a monolithically integrated light source module in a Si CMOS environment, intense research on the integration of III−V materials as well as that on band gap engineering of group IV semiconductors is applied to achieve direct band gap materials either in the form of strained Ge or SiGeSn alloy systems. 4, 5 For these purposes, Germanium virtual substrates (VS) on large diameter Si wafers are considered as a central materials platform to enable these advanced technologies. Germaniumbased VS are usually obtained by exploiting the compositional grading of Si 1−x Ge x strain-relaxed buffer (SRB) layers to reduce the misfit dislocation density by gradually lowering the lattice mismatch of the heterostructure with respect to the final functional layer. 6 For further improvements and control on defect reduction, several techniques were developed over the years, e.g., backside stressor (BSS) deposition to avoid wafer bow and microcracks, 7 annealing in combination with chemical−mechanical polishing (CMP) steps to decrease the surface roughness and reduce dislocation bunching, 8 etc. Although the overall dislocation density has been reduced to values as low as 1 × 10 6 cm −2
, inhomogeneous dislocation bunching might still lead to "dead areas" on the wafer, reducing achievable process yields. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to investigate the dislocation distribution and to understand its influence on the crystal structure and on wafer morphology. While surface undulation of lattice mismatched SiGe surfaces, the so-called cross-hatch pattern, has been observed for decades, 9,10 the underlying mechanism for its formation is not fully understood yet, owing to the dynamic interplay between elastic and plastic strain relaxation contributions. 11, 12 X-ray investigations, corroborated by theoretical modeling, have been shown to be of great help in characterizing buried misfit-dislocation distributions within the SiGe graded region. 13−15 Although, several other experimental techniques have been employed to determine the lateral dislocation distribution (plane-view transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron beam-induced current (EBIC), and etch pit analysis), not so many techniques are known to simultaneously probe the local strain and composition variation on the micrometer scale, as e.g., Raman microscopy. In this work, we report on a newly developed synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique, named quicK continuous mapping (K-Map).
16 K-map allows local, model-free, and nondestructive imaging of structural inhomogeneities in SiGe VS with submicrometer resolution in a fast scan mode. It is noted that, already back in 1999, Mooney et al. 17 employed an X-ray microdiffraction technique without fast scanning options to investigate local lattice tilt variations of SiGe buffer systems grown on Si(001). Similar investigations were done later on by Mochizuki et al. 18 who were able to resolve, upon using a micrometer sized X-ray beam, distinct materials inhomogeneities of SiGe crystal domains which were not observable in conventional XRD studies due to averaging effects. Recently, Mondiali et al. 19 reported K-Map measurements of Si 0. 8 Ge 0.2 films on patterned wafers. In particular, they reported intensity maps of the (004) and (113) Bragg reflection and gave a first qualitative insight of tilt distribution and strain field, respectively. In the present study, analyses of the (004) and (113) Bragg reflection positions in full 3-dimensional (3D) reciprocal space were performed. A 2D real space area is mapped to render a complete quantitative description of the local lattice tilt, strain, and composition fluctuation of Si 0. 3 Ge 0.7 films on a step graded buffer.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Epitaxial chemical vapor deposition of the SiGe VS was performed on a 300 mm Si(001) wafer using an ASM-Epsilon 3200 reactor. The process gases were dichlorosilane (SiCl 2 H 2 ) and germanium tetrachloride (GeCl 4 ) in a high temperature process. 20 To avoid bowing of the wafer by lattice and thermal mismatch with respect to the Si substrate, a BSS of constant Si 1−x Ge x concentration was deposited prior to the VS growth on the frontside of the wafer. 7 The graded Si 1−x Ge x buffer layer on the wafer frontside consists of a graded buffer layer and a constant composition layer on top of the graded part. The total thickness of the graded buffer is 4.9 μm, and the Ge concentration is increased from zero at the interface with the Si(001) substrate to 70% Ge content at the interface with the constant composition layer with an average grading rate of about 15% Ge/μm. The high grade rate is required to keep the total thickness of the buffer layer low. The constant composition Si 0. 3 Ge 0.7 layer of the as-grown unpolished sample is 1.6 μm thick, which is the focus of our investigations. A nominally identical sample was processed by CMP removing the topmost 600 nm. As a result of the high deposition temperature of the epi process, all parts of the SiGe buffer layer are almost fully relaxed. 20 Figure 1a provides the schematic of the layer stacking. Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy images of a selected 90 μm × 90 μm area of the two samples show the characteristic cross-hatch pattern on the ⟨110⟩-equivalent directions of the as-grown sample (Figure 1b) , which is clearly absent on the polished surface of the CMP-processed wafer (Figure 1c) . The surrounding square frame (visible at the edges of Figure 1b and c) was carved by a focused ion beam (FIB) to define the analyzed region and to ensure that different characterization techniques render results coming from the same region of the sample. The sample morphology was investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Nanoscope IV microscope from Digital Instruments operated in tapping mode. The sample was rotated by 45°to better image the cross-hatch within the frame. The new Scanning X-ray Diffraction Microscopy (SXDM) technique K-Map, recently developed at beamline ID01 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), was applied to directly image the structural parameters of the Si 0. 3 Ge 0.7 layer on a micrometer scale (Figure 1d) . 16 Here, X-rays with 8 keV were focused by a Fresnel zone plate (FZP) with a beam stop (BS) and an order sorting aperture (OSA) to the center of rotation of the goniometer. A lateral resolution of about 1 μm × 2 μm is achieved in real space. Accordingly, an x-y piezo stage was used to scan with 750 nm step size the sample area of 100 μm × 100 μm defined by the outer region of the FIB-carved frame (Figure 1b,c) . In reciprocal space, the resolution is limited by the beam divergence (<0.05°) and the pixel size (∼0.006°). A detailed description of the experimental setup is given in the Supporting Information. The main objective of these investigations was to locally resolve the homogeneity of the top buffer layer with a constant composition of Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 , namely, to quantify the magnitude of local lattice tilt and strain as well as composition fluctuations on the micrometer scale. For corroboration, spatial averaging laboratory-based high-resolution X-ray diffraction was performed by a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer making use of SiGe(004) and (224) reflections. Moreover, to investigate the strain distribution in the top SiGe layer region, micro-Raman measurements were carried out using an InVia Renishaw spectrometer in backscattering geometry excited by a 633 nm HeNe laser. An ×100 objective with a numerical aperture of 0.85 was used (focus size of ∼0.6 μm), and a region of 80 μm × 80 μm was investigated (step size of 1 μm). Each scan was calibrated using the Ge−Ge mode energy of a Ge(001) bulk crystal reference. It is noted that the Raman penetration depth into the SiGe layer was about 45 nm, while K-Map probes the whole Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 layer thickness.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Lattice Tilt. In Figure 2 , we report the absolute tilt α map of as-grown and CMP-polished Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 layers, respectively (see Supporting Information). Qualitatively, it was found that the spatial variation of the lattice tilt imaging clearly reflects a cross-hatch pattern, whose lines are parallel to the ⟨110⟩ in-plane directions. In general, lines with high tilt values (red-yellow) come up with a low lateral period and lines with low tilts (yellow-green) with higher lateral period. The lines having a higher lateral frequency appear with a tilt around ∼0.050°(dotted line in Figure 2b ), while less frequent lines feature a higher tilt of around ∼0.090°(dashed line in Figure  2b ). Furthermore, less than 1% of all analyzed positions have a tilt above 0.110°(gray area). We point out that higher tilt values are in general observed at the intersections of tilt lines. The tilt value at these intersections depends on the amplitude of the contributing tilt lines (see circle in Figure 2b ). The tilt values are negligible in between the lines. The plots in Figure 2c and d show the statistical distribution of the tilt values observed within the measured areas for the unpolished and polished samples, respectively. The average tilt of the unpolished as well as polished sample amounts to ∼0.051°. Further K-map measurements (see Supporting Information) on similar samples agree with these findings. From additional laboratory-based XRD ω-scans (not shown), resulting from spatially averaged scattering processes, it arises that the measured halfwidth at half-maximum (HWHM) for the unpolished (0.043°) and polished (0.051°) sample is in the range of the average tilt obtained from the K-map, thus validating these K-map imaging measurements. The main results of the lattice tilt analysis are that (i) tilt images measured by the K-map technique can resolve a cross-hatch pattern in a quantitative way and that (ii) we do not find any quantitative or even qualitative difference between polished and unpolished samples, although they feature very different surface morphologies.
The tilt might be primarily caused by two reasons, namely, by the surface undulation that allows a partial elastic relaxation and/or by the dislocation displacement that causes plastic relaxation. The fact that the polished (without surface undulation contributions) and the unpolished (with surface undulation contributions) samples reflect an identical magnitude of lattice tilt points to dislocations as the main origin of the observed lattice tilt. To strengthen this hypothesis, we Figure 2e , it is obvious that not every AFM gradient line can be found in the XRD tilt mapping and vice versa. Thus, no one-to-one correlation can be defined between surface morphology and lattice tilt. This might be related to two reasons: first, the higher spatial resolution of AFM (gradient line distance ∼1 μm) compared to that of the K-Map technique (tilt line distance ∼5 μm) since the X-ray beam projection has to be taken into account. Second, the bulk properties of the Si 0. 3 Ge 0.7 layer as probed by the K-Map technique are not necessarily manifested in the surface morphology measured by AFM. We thus conclude that, upon comparing the lattice tilt images of polished and unpolished samples, we succeeded to directly quantify the lattice tilt induced by dislocation strain fields with, if any, only minor contributions from the surface undulation.
It is noted that, according to Mooney et al., 17 these tilt lines are associated with mosaic broadening of the diffraction profile as a result of lattice plane bending due to misfit dislocations. 14, 21, 22 This nonuniform tilt distribution can be only observed when the tilt regions are similar or even bigger than the footprint of the micro X-ray beam, which occurs when the SiGe film is grown under low mismatch conditions (as in the present case of VSs on a step graded buffer), and thus, sufficiently widely separated, inhomogeneously distributed nucleation sites exist for the dislocation. Thus, a higher observed local tilt might be related to a higher density of 60°d islocations with the same Burger's vector on nearby (111) gliding planes (due to the accumulating screw components), which is the case for sample areas with dislocation pile-ups by, e.g., multiplication mechanisms. 23, 24 3.2. Strain and Composition. The reciprocal space around the (113) reflection was mapped across the same sample area as for the (004) reflection to simultaneously determine strain and composition fluctuations of the topmost Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 layer (Figure 3a−d) . As a consequnece, strain and composition have been correlated and calculated at each x-y real space position (see Supporting Information). Qualitatively, no cross-hatch patterns are observed as in the case of the tilt mapping. However, intense lines along the y-direction can be identified reflecting the strain and composition fluctuation of the Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 layer. Mondiali et al. 19 attributed this observation to the selective sensitivity of the studied (113) reflection to the strain field caused by misfits running only along the in-plane [11̅ 0] direction (which is parallel to the y-direction in our frame of reference).
Quantitatively, an average value of ε ∥ = 0.033% with a fwhm of 0.07% is obtained for the in-plane lattice strain of the unpolished sample (Figure 3a ). The polished sample shows similar results with ε ∥ = 0.044% and a fwhm of 0.06% ( Figure  3c ). An overall tensile strain is observed, which can be explained by the mismatch in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between SiGe (larger) and pure Si (smaller). 25 Thus, a change from compressive strain to tensile strain occurs in the SiGe layer during cooling down by accumulating thermal strain. The analysis of the unpolished sample composition mapping (Figure 3b) shows an average Ge concentration of 65.1% with a fwhm of 1.1%. The polished sample (Figure 3d ) has a higher average composition (68.4%) and lower fwhm (0.8%), with a symmetric distribution. This may result from a Ge concentration gradient across the whole 300 mm wafer with lower x toward the edges, as previously observed by Kozlowski et al. 20 on similar samples. The quite homogeneous distribution of the strain and composition was also observed during previous measurements for the unpolished as well as polished samples (see Supporting Information). Additionally, it is noted that these results on the overall magnitude of strain and composition are again corroborated by laboratory-based XRD analysis of the (004) and (224) Bragg reflection (not shown) on a spatially averaged scale.
In conclusion, the strain and composition variation show a homogeneous distribution over the sampled area. It is noted again that no difference can be detected between the unpolished and polished samples. Although such a strain fluctuation was already demonstrated by Raman investigations, 20, 26 we are not aware of any study clearly demonstrating the correlation of strain and composition modulation. It is clearly established by the K-map technique that less compressively strained regions at growth temperature (more tensile strained at room temperature) are characterized by a higher germanium concentration. This is indicated as an example for the unpolished case by the black dashed lines in Figure 3a (strain map) and b (composition map) to guide the eyes. This fact points to a decoration mechanism, namely, that germanium with its bigger atomic radius prefers to bind in lattice positions with lower compressive strain, offering thus a larger in-plane lattice constant during growth.
In addition, to corroborate the K-map results, the lateral composition and strain distribution was determined by Raman microscopy in the same sample area. Since the vibration modes of the Ge−Ge, Ge−Si, and Si−Si bonding and, respectively, their signals ω GG , ω GS , and ω SS shift according to stoichiometry and strain, it is possible to determine these values by experimentally approximated equations. 20, 27, 28 Because of the high germanium concentration, the corresponding Ge−Ge and Ge−Si vibrations give the highest signal intensities and enable the best data evaluation. Thus, ω GG and ω GS peaks were used to map ε ∥ and x for the unpolished sample in Figure 3e and f, respectively. In the strain mapping (Figure 3e) , one can identify a cross-hatch pattern with regions featuring higher tensile strain located at the same positions as determined by K-Mapping (Figure 3a) , as indicated by dashed lines. Moreover, the fluctuation is well reflected by the fwhm of the strain (0.07%) and composition (1.2%) distribution. However, in the composition mapping (Figure 3f ) no cross-hatch pattern at all can be observed, which is in agreement with previous Raman studies from other authors. 20, 26 Furthermore, the absolute values of the average strain (ε ∥ = −0.23%) and the average composition (x = 62.5%) do not match exactly the XRD results (ε ∥ = 0.033% and x = 65.1%). Besides the different information depth probed by XRD and Raman, another reason is given by the fact that Raman results are model dependent and thus strongly rely on the accuracy of theoretically and experimentally derived parameters. 28 In particular, the cubic equation for ω GS lacks in precision since the respective Raman frequency value ω 0 for the relaxed alloy is extrapolated due to missing experimental values for x → 0 (Si rich samples). In contrast, the uncertainties of the elastic constant dependent parameters b Si , b SiGe , and b Ge have a negligible influence at such low strain values. Furthermore, ω SS with its highest sensitivity for the compositional variation has the lowest signal intensity in germanium rich samples (but ω GG and ω GS show only a weak dependence on stoichiometry). 29, 30 In contrast, the K-Map technique is based on directly measuring the bulk lattice parameters and orientation, enabling thus a precise, model-free analysis of strain and composition, including even additional information like lattice tilt.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, the locally resolved nondestructive K-Map study of the (004) and (113) Bragg reflections enabled us to determine in a correlated way the lattice structure (tilt and strain) as well as the composition of unpolished and polished Si 0. 3 Ge 0.7 layers with a resolution of about ∼1 μm × 2 μm. KMap imaging shows reproducible results whose averaged values are in good agreement to classical spatially averaged laboratorybased XRD analysis for tilt, strain, and composition variation (Table 1) . Three key results were obtained using the combined techniques: first, the quantified tilt mappings of the Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 layer succeed to image the well-known cross-hatch pattern. The XRD derived tilt distribution of the unpolished sample does not necessarily correlate with the AFM derived surface morphology; furthermore, the polished sample does not show any significant difference as compared to the unpolished one with respect to its lattice tilt characteristics. Consequently, the tilt induced by surface undulation does not seem to have noticeable influence on the lattice tilt, as inferred by the lack of qualitative and quantified correlation with the AFM surface gradient distribution. Thus, the comparison of tilt imaging for unpolished and polished samples allows us to quantify the tilt brought about by lattice plane bending due to dislocation strain fields generated by the nonuniform plastic relaxation process. 17 This is an important quantitative result as an input to theory to simulate SiGe VS characteristics.
Second, the correlation between local distribution of strain and composition of the Si 0.3 Ge 0.7 layer has been analyzed. The films are under tensile strain on average. This can be explained by the larger CTE of the SiGe film and the over relaxation process from compressive to tensile strain during sample cooling. 27 Moreover, a spatial correlation of the strain with the composition fluctuation was clearly shown. This observation indicates that the composition fluctuation is likely to be driven by the inhomogeneous strain field, resulting in the preferred incorporation of Ge in more relaxed regions on the surface. Third, no difference in either the tilt, strain, or composition variation could be identified between the unpolished and polished sample. This explains the well-known "memory effect", which leads to a rather fast reappearance of a cross-hatch pattern during regrowth after a CMP process. Finally, the advanced K-Map imaging technique has been shown to be a model free, nondestructive, and quantitative method for extracting key structural parameters including local strain, film composition fluctuations, and lattice tilt variations from Si 1−x Ge x films. The innovative K-map technique provides valuable input to device engineers for evaluating the variations of sub-20 nm CMOS technologies that cannot be achieved with any other technique. It provides a realistic picture of the materials homogeneity of SiGe VS prepared on 300 mm wafers.
Certainly, a number of interesting future K-map experiments can be easily envisioned to study either the in situ growth process or in-operando characteristics of semiconductor heterostructures. In terms of growth optimization, the high attenuation length of X-rays will enable one, by the choice of the corresponding Bragg peaks, to study buried layer structures and thus monitor the relaxation process of each layer structure of an advanced semiconductor heterostructure in a locally resolved way. Where in-operando studies are concerned, electrical contact layers of advanced semiconductor diode heterostructures can, for example, be investigated with respect to thermal load effects under electrical stress, thus enabling in future important materials science insights on, e.g., drift and degradation mechanisms of semiconductor heterostructure devices.
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